
wood deck 1 A cotton tent is installed on the deck.

hot water shower 1
Hot water shower. Beside this shower, hot water is availabel at the

kitchen and the  Goemon Bath.

"Goemon" bathtub 1 Installed outdoor. Bring swimning suit those who concern privacy.

Toilet 1 shower toilet

Kitchen 1 cold and hot water available.

Parking lot 2
Due to the laid lawn, cars are not allowed to enter Site A. The

parkings for site A user is about 10 meters away from the site.

Electric Outlet 3 Available at wood deck, kitchen and shower room.

tent 1

Cotton-cavas tent accomodates maximum 6 people. Floor area 19.6

m², Width500 ㎝, Height 300 cm,  Height of entrance175 cm.

lantern 1

USB rechargeble

circulator 1 Cirkulates the air inside the tent.

Beddings cot
amount

of people

Easy-setup bed for camping use(67×207×18（h）cm）. Cots cut off

the cold and warm air from the ground and make sleeping better.

tents

Site A :Facilities and Equipment

＊We may change the equipment without advance notification.

Facilities



sheet for cot
amount

of people

Big towel sheet for covering the cot above（90×190cm）.

Cotton100％. Make sure to use this item as an item for preventing

infectious diseases.

air-inflatable bed 2

《Optional for those who sleep beside small kids》Electric air-

inflatable bed and takes 30 seconds to set up. Small-single sized(

W73×L190×H25cm). Up to two beds for each site and advanced

booking is essential.

Beddings air-bed cover 1
《Optional for those who sleep beside small kids》Queen sized

bed cover to connect two inflatable bed together.

sleeping bag
amount

of people

W90×L190cm, available temerature range is -5℃～12℃. For

preventing infectious diseases, make sure to use inner sheets below.

inner sheet
amount

of people

Set this inner sheet inside sleeping bags above. Inner sheet prevnts

bare skin from touching sleeping bag, also is effective for preventing

infectious deseases.

pillow
amount

of people
Pillowcase will be also provided.

Dining Table and

Benchs
1

W70×L200×H70. A set of a dining table and two benches. A wood

crafman and artist Luca Roma made for NIO SUNSET PEAK.

lantern 2 USB rechargeble lanterns.

lantern stand 1 A stand to hang lanterns.

tarp 1 Fire-resistent TC material. 300×300cm.

BBQ grill 1
Weber Original Kettle 47cm. Bring your own charcoal or buy one on

the site.

chacoarl starter 1 It makes smooth for chacoal cathing a fire.

Bonfire fire pit 1
To protect the lawn on Site A, use this fire pit along with a fire-

resistent sheet. Bring your own firewood or buy one on the site.

BBQ

Dining



pot hunger 1 To hung a Dutch oven when you cook over bonefire.

chair
amount

of people
Wooden chair for chatting over the fire.

wood cracker 1

An item for cracking firewood easily.  Supervise by adults is essential

for the use by kids.

Dutch oven 1

Stainless made Dutch oven. Before your check-out, please wash it

with detergent and spouges which are supplied in the kitchen. 10inch

diameter, available bonfire and gas stove.

gridle pan 1 30 cm diameter. Use with wooden handles. Available gas stove only.

rice cooker 1
Rice cooker for up 5 go(approx. 900ml). Wash with dish detergent

and sponges after your use. Available bonfire and gas stove.

cooker 1
One handle pot：15.3×9cm  Frying pan:Diameter16×４cm. Available

gas stoves only.

hot sandwich

maker
2 Parts are separable and available as small frying pans.

kettle 1 1.6L. Available for the gas stove only.

Kitchen tools 1 Knife, cutting board, pealer, bottle& wine opener, turner, ladle,

coffee maker 1
French Press Coffe maker. Please do not put over the fire to prevent

from changing color.

gas stove 1

Casette gas stove.  Heavy cooking tools such as Dutch oven and rice

cooker will be OK with this stove.Bring your Casette gas cartriddge or

buy one on the site.

Kitchen kitchen 1 Cold and hot water are supplied.

Bonfire

Cooking



dish detergent and

sponges
1

dish detergent and sponges are set for dish washing. Please return

dishes and cookign tools you use after cleaning them up.

refridgerator 1
75L capasitiy. Please do a double check of any items left before you

leave.

trash bins 4
Separate your garbage into ①raw garbage、②burnable、③plastics、

④bin, can, pet.

dishes
amount

of people
3 types of dished are suppled. Please wash them before you leave.

cutlury
amount

of people
Foolk, spoon , knife and chopstics

mugs
amount

of people
Enamelled product.

sierra cups
amount

of people

Use as a dish and do not put it over the fire to prevent from changing

color.

bath towel
amount

of people
Provided at the shower room.

face towel
amount

of people
Provided at the shower room.

tooth brush
amount

of people
Teethbrush will be provided.

shampoo,

conditioner, body

soap

1
Bottled shompoo, conditioner, body soap are provided in the shower

room.

hair dryer 1 Provided in the shower room.

Kitchen

dishes

 Bathing



hotwater bottle
amount

of people
Only provided in cold seasons, from December to March.

gas heater 1
Only provided in winter. One gas cartidge operates about for 1.5~3

hours.  Bing your own gas or buy one on the site.

spot cooler 1 Provided in summer. Use an extension cord for use.

insect replements 2
Insect coils for outdoor and push-typed insect repellent for inside the

tent. Bring your own drugs for releaving itch.

casette gas

cartridge
400 yen/can for gas stoves.

chacoarl 1000yen/3㎏ for BBQ.

firewood 1000yen /box for bonefire.

Prices are without tax included.

Selling

Product

We may change the products or prices of selling items without notice.

Seasonal

Items


